Cell Biology In House: Faculty Evaluation

Please evaluate the speaker in each category according to the following scale: 1-Excellent, 2-Good, 3-Fair, 4-Needs improvement. Please use the space below each criterion to provide useful feedback.

Faculty Name:

Speaker Name:

1 2 3 4 Delivery (Face the audience? Eye Contact? Projected Voice? Distracting habits? Reading from slides/notes? Pronunciation understandable? Length?)

1 2 3 4 Organization and Visual Aids (Legible and well-organized slides? Good transitions? Good balance of text and figures? Graph axis labeled? Appropriate use of animation or movies?)

1 2 3 4 Content Level, Depth, and Scope (Topic clearly introduced? Rationale and importance of research question clear? Methods and results explained and critically analyzed? Conclusions discussed in the context of the research field?)

1 2 3 4 Ability to Answer Questions (Questions were clearly answered?)

More comments may be written on the reverse side of this evaluation form.